Right-Wing Asserts PPI Stopped the KKL-JNF Vote!

Dear Partners’ Supporter,

Thanks to the resistance work being done by you, the KKL-JNF has postponed the vote on making West Bank land purchases part of the organization’s official activity. Our work has even made headlines.

The supporters of settlement and annexation are displeased by our (your) efforts. A prominent rightwing activist in the American Jewish community is asserting that the actions of Partners for Progressive Israel stopped the vote:

“Left-wing American Jewish groups are crowing about their success in postponing a vote on whether the Keren Kayemeth LeIsrael-Jewish National Fund (KKL-JNF) can purchase private land from Arabs in Judea and Samaria [the West Bank – PfPI]... ‘We’re happy to share some good news today!’ began the email from Partners for Progressive Israel, ‘a small victory’ has been scored by blocking the vote, at least for now.”

Well—if we’ve got our political rivals lashing out at us, we’re probably doing something right! But we need your support to keep up our efforts to stop the Israeli rightwing’s goals of settlement and unilateral annexation!

Please consider making a contribution today so we can continue our valuable and impactful work.

With hope and gratitude,

Paul Scham
President